
THE CRAB F RI iTS U B MAANAGE2$

i With Special Reference to the Stletz, Yaquina, and Alsea Bays

1 Need for Action.

A0 Biological investigations on points herein discussed have not

as yet sho?la any biological justification for any changes

in existing laws0

B However, legal interpretation of present regulations by

the Attorney General s office has resuite4 in the deletion

from the code of certain regulations without their coming

up for a public hearing as intended by law0

C0 Considerable public feeling has arisen concerning these points,

but regardless it is felt that these points should, for the

benefit of all, be brought out and discussed in a public

hearing and that it is the responsibility of the Commission

to take whatever action would benefit the greatest number

of people affected0

B0 Due to the fact that investigation has shown these matters

to be economic and sociological in nature rather than bio

logical the Research Division is not taking a stand in any

way on them other than recognizing them and requesting that

the Commission give them its most careful consideration,

11. Points Requiring Discussion0

A. Previously existing regulations inadvertently dropped from

the code0

An old legislative act providing in essence that it be

unlawful to take crabs in the Siletz, Iaquina and Alsea

Bays by means of crab pots,
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a Tagging has shown that to at least a large extent9

especially in these smaller bays, the crab popu-

lations existing therein are a portion of a single

population also existing in the off shore water0

Therefore, while crab pots might temporarily

"fish outt a bay they would do no lasting harm since

the stocks removed would be reolenished at least in

time by the offshore portion of the population.

b0 However, it is contended by many crab fishermen and

others that crab pots which can be theoretically used

in unlimited numbers and thus exert tremendous in

tensity of fishery, may remove a crab population in

a small bay faster thar it can be replaced by inter-

change from outside and thus temporarily create a

shortage of' crabs within the bay0 Insufficient

biological, data an available to either confirm or

deny this claim as actually practiced but there

can be question but that such is theoretically

possible,

c0 While this is a matter concerned with distribution

no
and utilization and will in/way affect the overall

condition of the stocks it is a matter of prime

importance to a large number of commercial fishermen,

resort owners, arid private indiviEals, It is felt that

the Commission, in the absence of any other agency

or group designated to do so, should, after meeting

with the interested parties enact regulation repre-

senting the will of the people
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B0 Other possible points which will doubtless come up in cone

junction with the foregoing:

L It has long been the desire of certain groups of people

to outlaw the use of crab pots in certain other bays,

especially Netarts Bay; opposed in turn by other indi<-

viduals, While discussing this matter for three Oregon

bays it doubtless will, and probably should in all

fairness be discussed with the view towards possible

action for any or a]]. Oregon bays0

2 It has been the eqwessed desire of certain groups to

enact offshore deadlines arourd the mouths of certain

bays such as now exists for the Alsea Bay0 This matter

will probably again be brought upc. The same

tagging data as previously mentioned shows this matter

also to be one of economic and sociological nature and

the Research Division again takes no stand on it,

leaving the matter to the discretion of the Commission0

III. Summary

A0 Due to unintentional deletion of the U0 crab pot regulation

for the Shots) Yaquina, and Alsea Bays, it is felt necessary

to bring this matter up for discussion at this ttne and that

the Commission should act according to the expressed will of

the people on it0

B0 A number of other related points may likely come up for

discussion in conjunction; the most obvious of which, as has

be'nmenticned, are again strictly economic in nature0

Biological data has shownxw need for action either iay on

these and although continuing work will doubtless clarify
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them, it seems inconceivable at the present that such will

ever contradict this basic statement.,

V., It is hereby recomertded that the Coiwdssio; therefore, care

fully consider them and take any action believed advisable

in their estimation., The importance of these matters to the

fishing industry, the resort and tourist industry, and to

countless private individuals cannot be overemphasized,

ktesearch Division,

Fish Commission of Oregon,
April 14, 195O
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